
Hello!  Welcome to your PART TWO assignment.  What happens is that I will forward you the exact notes that I take 
during our session!  How cool is that!?  It will include a number of shorthand symbols that I have created/ used over 
the years, so this "crib sheet" explains what it all means.  If at any time you have any questions, please do not 
hesitate to call/ write/ ask…

Of vital importance: be sure that you are using this tool on a daily/ near-daily basis to journal and think about/ feel 
about/ what is going on in your life.  Set up a structure whereby this becomes a daily or near-daily growth practice.  
If not, it you wait until the last minute before our session to do your "homework," you will be losing a lot of value.

LAST, LATE HOMEWORK, … (meaning late the night of/ before, the morning of… two hours before the session) IT 
DOES NOT ALLOW ME TO ADEQUATELY PREPARE FOR YOU.  

HOMEWORK IS DUE 48 HOURS IN ADVANCE!  IF YOU DO NOT TURN IN 48 HOURS IN ADVANCE, YOUR SESSION WILL 
BE CANCELLED AND YOU WILL BE CHARGED FOR YOUR SESSION! If a legitimate emergencies arise, please communicate 

directly with me - I will do everything I can to accommodate you.)

I would apologize for being such a hard ass and being so draconian, but I am not sorry.  It is for your Greatness!  If 
you are taking the time to see me, to invest your hard earned dollars in what you want from this process, then this is 
the easier way to do it.  If you can be late in the evening the day before, then you can be late in the evening TWO 
DAYS before.  And as I have noted in both this and the original PART TWO instructional shift… this MUST be a daily to 
near-daily process.

OK?  Any questions?

Here are the shorthand descriptions:

TECHNOLOGY IS ELEVATING THE GAME HERE!

On the left 1/3 to 1/2 of the page, 
that represents me, my thoughts, 
my observations, my questions 

When it is a direct quote, it gets 
quotation marks.

The right 1/2 to 2/3rds of the page, that is 
your words, what you say.  

Occasionally, for structure purposes, I may insert my 
thoughts on your side of the page.  When I do that, I 
put it in double parenthesis.

Shorthand explained!
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First one is "ing" the second is "tion"  appears at the end of a 
word.

Therefore… It is a conclusion point

Greater than, less than… really denotes an inequality and which side is bigger 
and which side of the issue is less than...

Equal to … or not equal to

missing

"How are you processing that content?"

"why or why not?"

This may appear as a Pearl!

Your first homework question, your second 
homework question, etc.

What is the program?

Cause and Effect…   Cause?   Effect?

Towards/ Away ….    Towards….    Away

Shorthand explained!
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Emotional Intensity Meter…. Really look at what is the emotional intensity/ attachment 
or detachment (association or dissociation) at this point?

Points out the relationship…. Denotes a sub-structure relationship

Law of Attraction

Art of Allowing

Failure with Honor

Family of Origin, Family of origin Programming

Your brain, or intellectually, or thinking/ thoughts

Your heart, love, passion, emotions (depends on context)

Plus/ minus, relative, balanced with a little pos/ little neg

Postive, negative

Half full, half empty

Shorthand explained!
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"Old You"

"New You"

"Greatest Version of You"

"Old (fill-in-your-name)with your initial"

"New (fill-in-your-name)with your initial"

"Greatest Version of (fill-in-your-name-with your initial)"

"Greatest Version of…"  may denote job, or health, or relationship

Real Time Check-in… I have set up your sheet and notes to prepare, now 
our session begins with your real time status...

"be detailed, be specific"

It is the "delta" symbol from math... thus: change/ transformation/ difference, etc.  

Note its context to get its exact meaning.  ((Δ

"I have a Dream"  (a reference to MLK)

"Old Song on the Radio"

≠     does not equal

Shorthand explained!
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I have a dream
I have a nightmare
I have "an above-averageness" 

Shorthand explained!
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